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IMPRESSIONS ABOUT THE BOOK

 The book was very interesting. 

Our favorite part would probably

have to be when Atticus and

Mayella were in the court room

and Atticus was asking Mayella

about all the things that Tom did

to her. You could tell from a mile 

away that she was lying. This part 

kind of reminded us of the Amber 

Heard and Jonny Depp case. 



THEMES IN THE BOOK…

The main themes in the book to kill a mockingbird are: 

 Racism

 Gender inequality

 Poverty

 Loneliness



SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES …

 Similarities:
 Beautiful nature

 Delicious food

 Erasmus+

 In Europe and the EU

 Beautiful languages

➢ Differences:
➢ Languages

➢ In Bulgaria we have apps that show us how 

much time there is left until the bus

➢ Our school is a lot smaller

➢ Bulgarians are ruder

➢ In Bulgaria, prices are higher for everything



WORKSHOPS…

 Our favorite workshop was definately the one in technology class where we made
mockingbirds from wood. It was the first time for all of us to make something from
wood and the experience was really impressing.



IMPRESSIONS …

 We were in a hotel and not in a family. We were four

girls in a room so it was pretty exciting and fun. We had

to choose a restaurant for dinner but we had issues

with that because three of the restaurants we went to 

were closed. That impressed us becase in Bulgaria, 

restaurants do not close this early. After dinner we had

movie nights. It was really hard for us to wake up early

in the mornings.



ILLUSTRATION …
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A message …

Your names: Adi, Anika, Nicole and Katherine

Škofja Loka, 20th of May 2022

Престоят ни в Словения и най-вече в 

Шкофя Лока ни даде много незабравими 

спомени и нови приятелства. Всички 

места, които посетихме бяха много 

красиви, но любимото ни остава 

училището. Благодарим ви, че ни 

предоставихте това преживяване.

Our stay in Slovenia and especially in 

Škofja Loka gave us many 

unforgettable memories and new 

friendships. All the places we visited 

were very beautiful, but our favorite 

remains the school. Thank you for 

providing us with this experience.


